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Cuban scholar building connections locally
Although Cuba is just 90 miles from the
United States, and is a country commonly
mentioned in the news, Americans know
very little about the history of the island
nation beyond a few scattered facts.
A Cuban scholar who frequently
visits American colleges and universities
to teach about the history of his home is
Raúl Rodriguez, a researcher and professor
at the Center for Hemispheric and U.S.
Studies at the University of Havana. He
recently visited Southern Illinois University
Edwardsville, where he said that he finds
the experience of teaching at American
institutions highly rewarding.
“For me it is an important learning experience,” Rodriguez explained.
“To be able to teach here and share with
my peers all the experiences of teaching in
a different environment with a different
set of objectives is something that I very
much enjoy. In Cuba we are more used to
having a more teacher-centered class. Here
there is more opportunity and the students
are more willing to engage in conversation
and discussion of the topics, which I find
very interesting and enriching.” Obviously
one of the topics he teaches is the Cuban
Revolution, but what differences are there
between that revolution and the American
Revolution?
“The Cuban Revolution is quite unique,”
he said. “It was a general social upheaval.
It was a continuation of the Cuban struggle for self-determination from Spain. It
was a profound and genuine idea to try
and improve people’s lives and also to
serve to the best aspirations of the Cuban
people, which is national sovereignty and
self-determination.” An interesting fact is
that Cuba did not attain independence
from Spain until 1898, many decades after
other Latin American countries had become
independent.
“It is true that Cuba came somewhat late
into independence as compared to many
Latin American republics,” said Rodriguez.
“In some ways it is because of the kind of
relationship that Cuba had with Spain. The
fact is that Cuba was one of the first territories that was conquered by the Spaniards,
and the process of consolidation of nationhood in Cuba came late in terms of its relationship with Spain.”
Cuba in many ways was a stopover for
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After Denise’s first surgery to remove
the ping-pong-ball-sized tumor and
then days later the removal of her
staples, an infection caused swelling
under her eye. Denise returned to the
hospital for what would be her second surgery. Once the infection was
cleaned out, stitches were required.
At this point, only skin covered the
left side of Denise’s brain. A port was
installed and her mom administered
antibiotics into her daughter's arm
daily for two months.
Surgery number three involved
inserting a new artificial bone flap.
The original cranial bone flap was
removed to allow for brain access
during the prior surgeries. Because
Denise responded to the doctor’s treatment plan with a high level of commitment and an extremely positive
attitude, she was offered the opportunity to remain awake during the fivehour procedure. On average, only 15
candidates are given this opportunity
at Barnes-Jewish Hospital in St. Louis
every year.
Denise struggles daily with intense
pain on the left side of her head, the
result of repeated surgical damage.
A hopeful trip to the Mayo Clinic
in Rochester, Minn., testing 13 different pain medications, proved ineffective. There is currently no medication
Denise can take to ease the pain that
she constantly feels. To make matters
worse, after months of tests depicting
no tumor growth, an MRI in March of
2013 revealed growth. Chemotherapy
and radiation were started immediately.
Every weekday for six weeks,
Denise
would
travel
from
Prairietown to the Siteman Center
for radiation. Constrained in her personal-fitted facemask, Denise would
receive 55 laser strikes in a 15-minute time period. With each strike,
Denise would count to herself, until
reaching 55. The pain was nearly
more than she could take, five days a
week, for six weeks.
Family members and friends
shared the responsibility of transporting Denise to the Siteman Center.
On her final radiation treatment day,
each and every one of them was
there to surprise her in the waiting
room, ready to watch her ring the
ceremonial bell, signaling the end of
treatment. Denise rang that bell loud
and proud.
Social media has made it possible
for Denise to share her story on a
grander scale. Increasing from a few
dozen friends on Facebook to over
400 in a matter of months, her status
updates reach people she has never
even met. Friends of friends want to
follow her, to read her daily words of
wisdom. Denise is not afraid to share
the good, the bad and the ugly. Her
ability to put her challenging situation
into the hands of God, to write about
it and to trust the outcome, is inspiring
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Professor Raúl Radríguez (far right) receiving a delegation of SIUE faculty and students at the Center for
Hemispheric and U.S. Studies of the University of Havana.
much of the colonial transit between the
Americas and the Old World. “Because of
its geographic location, Cuba was an object
of desire, not only by Spain, but later by
Britain and the United States,” Rodriguez
added. “So it was a process that made the
Cuban Revolution towards nationhood and
national aspiration come a bit late.” He said
that he thinks that both American politicians and the general public do not really
understand what the Cuban Revolution is

to say the least. One word can describe
this incredibly positive woman, inspiring.
On Sunday, nearly 150 people will
walk in honor of Denise Horton in
the Head for the Cure 5K at Forest
Park in St. Louis. With a fundraising
goal of $5,000, which has already been
exceeded, Team Denise is asking for
even more community support for
this hometown girl. After the race on
Sunday, the public is invited to the
fish fry, oral auction and 50/50 drawing at The Prairie Inn in Prairietown.
Proceeds from this benefit will go
toward reducing Denise’s overwhelming medical costs accumulated the
past two years. Donations can also be
mailed to Team Denise c/o Tammy
Schwalb, 7820 St. James Drive, Moro,
IL 62067.
Close friend of Denise, Susan
Gusewelle puts it like this: "What
an honor to be the captain of Team
Denise! Last year, in the midst of
her treatments, Denise registered me
for my first 5K. She then wrote my
training plan, encouraged me every
day, and cheered for me at the finish
line. Those that know Denise realize
that this is how she lives her life – with
faith, hope, and the belief that one step
at a time each of us can overcome our
own personal obstacles and reach our
goals. Having Denise as a good friend
is truly a blessing in my life. Even as
she fights cancer and deals with significant pain, she always keeps God
at the center of her life and puts her
family and friends first. I’m so grateful
for everyone who has signed up for
this event, donated, or supported us
in other ways in honor of an amazing
person. Go Team Denise!"
Tammy Schwalb, Denise’s sister,
offers these sentiments: "My sister is
the strongest woman I know. From
the day she received the news of the
tumor she’s been a fighter, determined
to beat this! It is simply amazing what
an inspiration she is to so many people
who know her and to so many people
that do not. Seeing her struggle and
in pain throughout this journey has
taught me and many others to not
sweat the small stuff in life. She has
been through so much and yet still
finds a way to give back and to think
of others first. She is not only my big
sister, she is my hero!"
This medical roller coaster ride continues for Denise. An MRI in July will
determine if tumor growth needs to
be addressed before her scheduled
August surgery. Denise wears a patch
over her left eye to alleviate her double
vision. A successful surgery will make
wearing the patch a thing of the past.
Due to her illness, and after 20 years
at the bank, Denise was forced to
retire from the company she loved.
She continues to stay in contact with
former coworkers and when her condition permits, Denise is able to attend
company functions. Denise continues
to hear how much she is missed. Kind
words flow effortlessly from bank
president Tom Holloway, “Denise is
Christ-centered, a wonderful, wonderful person. When I think of her, I smile.
It’s as simple as that,” he said.

all about.
“In my view, the Cuban Revolution is
indigenous, it’s genuine and it’s something that is homegrown,” he said. “It’s not
the result of an international communist
conspiracy; it’s the result of the evolution of Cuba’s national sentiment towards
independence and self-determination. Of
course, at the time of the Cuban Revolution,
the world was divided in two, and that
gave a strong ideological slant when it came

to the ways this process was perceived by
the United States.”
He thinks that if Americans were allowed
to visit Cuba freely they would have a better understanding of his country. Curiously
enough, the United States did play a role in
Cuban independence from Spain through
events such as the explosion of the cruiser
U.S.S. Maine and Teddy Roosevelt’s “Rough
Riders” on San Juan Hill before and during
the Spanish-American War of 1898.

“Well it is interesting that still in the collective memory of this country people tend
to think the United States gave Cuba its
independence,” Rodriguez said. “In some
ways I have a rather different opinion about
that. The Cuban independence, as I said
before, started a bit late compared to other
Latin American countries, and developed
into a really strong nationalist movement
for 30 years after 1868. By 1898, when this
was really a strong movement that made
long strides for the struggle for independence, and was militarily in a position to
defeat the Spanish in the next month or six
months or so, the United States intervened
in the war.”
He explains that that this war was essentially a war between a rising power, the
United States, and a declining one, Spain,
that clung to its last colony as its last prized
possession. “The result of that is very clear,”
Rodriguez said. “The Spanish left Cuba and
the United Sates came into Cuba and established their instruments of how to dominate
Cuba in a neo-colonial type of way. The fact
of the matter is that this is the event that the
United States used as the final pretext to
participate in a war.”
In addition to teaching, Rodriguez visited
both the Carbondale and the Edwardsville
campuses of Southern Illinois University
to expand existing relations between SIU
and the University of Havana. “This is my
second visit to SIU and SIUE,” he said. “I
am visiting both campuses this time and
I really expect to promote a relation of
exchange, academic exchange between the
University of Havana and SIUE and SIUC
that will be long term and beneficial for
both institutions. It will continue to develop a climate of academic scholarship and
mutual respect between both institutions
and communities.”
Aldemaro Romero Jr. is the Dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences at Southern Illinois
University Edwardsville. His show, “Segue,”
can be heard every Sunday morning at 9 a.m. on
WSIE, 88.7 FM. He can be reached at College_
Arts_Sciences@siue.edu.

SIUE's Mace participates in education forum
For the Intelligencer
Southern Illinois University
Edwardsville’ Melissa Mace
participated in the fifth annual EducationUSA Forum in
Washington D.C. from June 23-25.
Sponsored
by
the
U.S.
Department of State’s Bureau of
Educational and Cultural Affairs,
the EducationUSA Forum brought
together 550 university representatives with over 60 EducationUSA
regional educational experts and
advisors from around the world.
They
discussed strategies for
helping international students to
study in the United States and
promoting U.S. study abroad.
The EducationUSA Forum

offers practical information and
strategies to help internationalize U.S. campuses. Workshop
sessions, presented by international education experts, U.S.
higher education representatives,
and government officials present
unique and valuable information
on recruiting international students while supporting diversity
in international education.
“As two of our institutional focal points are to not only
increase international student
recruitment, but also to encourage
study abroad by SIUE students,
it is important for SIUE to participate in these types of events,”
said Mace, assistant director of
admissions for graduate and
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“Each week representatives from the SIUE
STEM Lab lead activities that investigate different
branches of the STEM fields,” she said. “There’s
a grant that’s through the STEM research department at SIU that allows students who are in the
science fields, that are not education majors,
to take part in this grant program. So they are
coming in and using their content information
and applying it in an educational setting. It’s
wonderful.”
The Summer Zone students have already
covered the fields of chemistry, earth science
and engineering through the STEM labs. Last
week’s earth science-themed week involved the
students studying geology. “They are taking
core samples, and the way we are doing that is
we are using cupcakes that have three different
layers so the kids can’t see them,” Compton
explained. “They are using straws to pull out
their samples.”
The week-long focus on each STEM field of
study combines both literacy days and labs. For
example in the Cupcake Geology week, Tuesday
the students were introduced to the topic of geology by the Summer Zone staff. Then Wednesday
the SIUE student interns visited Summer Zone
classrooms to reinforce the concepts with the
Cupcake Geology lab where the students took
six different core cupcake samples, simulating
the layers of earth, and recorded their findings in
a data collection booklet. Thursday the Summer
Zone staff concluded the geology-theme for the
week with another geology-themed literacy day.
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“We wanted to get on those streets
before they got too bad. Some of
them are turning white. They’re oxidizing,” Williams said
Alderman Tom Butts asked if the
money for the cape seal would be a
good investment.
Williams said at the price they set
for it, no.
The funds for the project were budgeted from the Capital Improvement

international recruitment. “We are
always searching for more strategies to put SIUE’s exceptional
academic offerings in front of prospective students. This conference
will enhance our ability to achieve
that goal.”
According to EducationUSA,
universities such as SIUE play an
important role in strengthening
ties between the United States
and countries around the world.
By internationalizing campuses,
EducationUSA believes relationships are built between people and
communities around the world
that solve global challenges. Its
theory is that an international
education prepares students for
a globalized 21st century work-

This week’s focus was robotics which included
three days of labs with the SIUE students. In
the robotics labs, the third through fifth graders worked on coding while the kindergarten
through second graders learned about gears and
pulleys, pushes and pulls, and levers.
Since the fourth of July week is shortened due
to the holiday, the STEM-labs take a one week
hiatus, but return the week of July 7 with a focus
on astronomy. “We’ll be doing activities that are
called backyard astronomers,” Compton noted.
“They are bringing the dome that is very similar
to the science museum. It’s a big inflatable planetarium. We’ll set that up in the gym so the kids
will be able to stargaze during the day.”
Week 7 of Summer Zone – beginning July 14
– focuses on math with math musicians. “They
are going to show the kids how math is integrated into the field of music as well and bridge
those two fields with the students,” Compton
said. “It’s very different from what kids would
normally think what math is all about. But the
whole foundation of music is math – counting
the beats.”
The final week of Summer Zone, which begins
July 21, will feature another three-day lab. This
week will focus on the scientific process and is
entitled young scientists investigation. “They
(students) will be able to actually work through
a very simple scientific process – very similar
to like a science-fair type of thing,” Compton
added. “We’re very fortunate to have this partnership with SIU and have them come out
because it gives us another layer to Summer
Zone.”
Training Tomorrow’s Tigers: Tigers take the
Stage is also a new addition this year after the
success of Training Tomorrow’s Tigers: Tigers
Take the Field last year. On Mondays EHS stu-

Program and it was scaled back
from the original $200,000 budgeted, since the work at Grand Avenue
will require supplementary funds,
according to Williams.
A motion and second were
made and the motion carried and
the award will be up for approval by the city council at its next
meeting.
Sticking with street maintenance,
the committee also approved the
2014 Parking Marking Contract to
Control Line, Inc. for $29,647.25.
“This is our annual pavement
marking contract, basically for loca-

force, and international students
have a positive economic impact
on the United States.
As the premiere study destination for international students,
the education sector represents
the fifth largest U.S. services
export and added nearly $25 billion to the U.S. economy during
academic year 2012-13.
EducationUSA is the U.S.
Department of State-supported
network of hundreds of advising
centers around the world. Each
year, EducationUSA advisors
provide millions of international
students with accurate, comprehensive and current information
about how to apply to U.S. colleges and universities.

dent athletes, as well as EHS performing artists,
visit the Summer Zone students to introduce the
youngsters to the high schoolers’ respective sport
or art. Scheduled for the week of July 7 through
July11 is soccer and EHS Percussion Band; July 14
through July 18 is volleyball and a Summer Zone
Talent Show, and the week of July 21 through July
25 will be tennis and dance/cheer.
Also on Mondays and a new addition to the
program this year is Masterpiece Mondays which
involve Edwardsville Arts Center representatives
visiting the students to coordinate an art class.
Returning from last year’s program is the partnership with SIUE to use the pool and bowling
alley. “There’s a huge variety again so that kids
see and experience as much as they can. It’s
fun,” Compton noted. “They are all tired by the
time they go home. The parents have all kind of
commented that they are just tired. But they are
happy.”
Summer Zone is open to all residents within
the Edwardsville District 7 territory – not just
students who attend District 7 schools – and
sign-ups are on-going. Summer Zone takes place
Monday through Friday from 6:30 a.m. to 6 p.m.
at Woodland Elementary School (with the exception of the week of July Fourth). Students who
have completed kindergarten through fifth grade
in the current 2013-14 school year are eligible to
attend, and the weekly fee is $150 which includes
all activities.
Parents can sign up for Summer Zone by
picking only certain weeks that fit their family’s
needs. “For families that don’t need childcare, it’s a great way to break up the summer,”
Compton said.
Sign up by Wednesday to attend the following
week by calling the Summer Zone office at 6556011. Summer Zone ends July 25.

tions all around the city: lane lines,
stop bars, center lines, any kind
of paint or thermal plastic marking line,” Assistant City Engineer
David Sirko, said.
Locations to be targeted include
crosswalks, areas near schools and
parking lanes along with touch-up
work around the city.
Sirko said Control Line, Inc. was
the only bidder and the city has
had favorable results from previous
work completed by them.
A motion and second were made
and the motion carried and will be
up for approval by the city council

at its next meeting.
Finally, the committee also
approved the 2014 Water Service
Material Contract to Schulte Supply
in for $49,767.58.
Williams said this is completed annually and includes supplies
needed by the city’s water division.
A motion and second carried and
will be up for approval by the city
council at its next meeting.
The next Public Services
Committee meeting is scheduled
for 5:30 p.m., Tuesday, July 8 in
the Governor Edwards Conference
Room.

